Introduction {#S1}
============

The study of the relationship between emotions and cognitive processes has long been a marginal field in basic psychology. In fact, only in the past three decades did cognitive theories begin to be applied to the scientific analysis of emotions ([@R81]). However, the impact that emotions can have on cognitive functions as assessed by various tasks has been demonstrated ([@R22]; [@R45]). According to previous studies, the area of cognition that may be especially susceptible to the effects of emotion is working memory (WM), a temporary storage system under attentional control that supports the capacity to maintain and manipulate limited information over only a few seconds in the service of complex cognitive tasks such as problem-solving ([@R1]; [@R16]; [@R25]; [@R39]).

It is important to highlight that diverse WM tasks exist, which is a consequence of different WM models developed after the model proposed by Baddeley and Hitch ([@R6]). Nevertheless, studies have investigated the extent to which they can be used interchangeably as a measure of WM. For instance, Beatty et al. ([@R8]) explored whether n-back task training could influence delayed matching-to-sample tasks since both are claimed to assess WM. The authors found marginally significant results possibly because the n-back performance requires only constant information updating, while the delayed matching-tosample task recruits other memory functions, such as encoding, maintenance, and retrieval of stimulus representations in sequential order. Moreover, Ivanova, Kuptsova, and Dronkers ([@R35]) explored the relationship between complex span and n-back tasks and found no associations. They suggested that the complex span tasks involve quickly shifting between processes such as storing and rehearsing incoming items while executing a parallel processing task, which is totally different from the n-back performance. The authors explain their results supposing that WM and executive functions are not unitary, since previous studies on executive functions revealed that shifting and updating are disconnected processes ([@R55]; [@R56]).

Similarly, Jaeggi, Buschkuehl, Perrig, and Meier ([@R36]) revealed that the n-back task is weakly associated with complex WM measures and simple span tasks, especially involving backward sequences. Finally, the results of the above-cited studies suggest that WM measures are not interchangeable, as they might tap into different aspects of the WM process (for more details, see Box 1).

**Working Memory and Emotion**

Apart from the WM measurement discussions, a variety of studies have shown that negative or unpleasant emotions can disrupt WM, decreasing its attentional processing ([@R69]). This led some authors to propose that WM might be a cognitive control centre to process emotion and to provide emotional evaluations ([@R2]; [@R5]).

The vast majority of studies examining the link between emotion and WM have focused on anxiogenic and depressive emotional states in clinical samples ([@R3]; [@R58]; [@R79]) rather than healthy samples ([@R77]). Researchers have only recently used emotional stimuli as mood inductors in nonclinical samples under two conditions: as a target of the WM task (e.g., [@R41]) or before WM task performance (e.g., [@R72]; [@R75]).

These above-quoted paradigms used positive- (pleasure, e.g., happiness) or negative-valenced stimuli (displeasure, e.g., fear, anger, or sadness, [@R81]). Although a variety of unpleasant emotional stimuli are thought to be equally negative in valence ([@R15]), it is important to point out that studies have already shown that they are clearly distinguished on psychological and experiential grounds ([@R43]). For instance, concerning to the WM performance, a recent meta-analysis carried out by Moran ([@R58]) showed that anxiogenic mood induction before the WM task, which often includes fearful emotional stimuli, could only impair domain-general attentional processes, such as visuospatial complex span and dual-tasks, rather than domain-specific stores.

In contrast, the sad or happy mood induction before WM tasks seems to influence both storage and attentional processing linked to efficient WM functioning. Results of papers using simple span and complex span tasks showed that particularly negative mood induction (sad emotions) may decrease WM performance independently of its modality ([@R72]; [@R75]; [@R77]). Outcomes seem to demonstrate that participants who are negatively mood-induced are less able to suppress intrusive negative thoughts ([@R21]; [@R80]). Therefore, ruminant thoughts may influence attention, decreasing WM executive processing and storage resources, leading to worse performance ([@R3]; [@R5]).

Emotional stimuli used as a target of the WM task seem to affect performance in complex span tasks in different ways, enhancing updating WM task scores ([@R41]; [@R67]) mainly because results seem to be due to emotion-executive function interactions ([@R66]). According to this assumption, the association between controlled attention and emotional signals enhances processing of stimuli with affective significance by strengthening its neural representation and increasing the probability that such stimuli are attended to and consciously represented ([@R82]). Another study showed that despite the use of emotional stimuli as distractors in a delayed matching-to-sample (DMS) task, performance was impaired for unpleasant items compared to neutral ones, especially when they were highly arousing ([@R23]).

Finally, some studies observed that verbal stimuli (emotional or not) presented while performing a WM task could disrupt its capacity. This effect is named irrelevant sound, irrelevant speech, or unattended speech effect ([@R7]; [@R38]; [@R71]) and occurs because an external sound may interfere with episodic memory activation ([@R24]).

**The Purpose of the Current Review**

It is well established that mood states, such as anxious or depressive- related ones, disrupt WM capacity according to previous systematic reviews ([@R58]; [@R70]). The present review differs from this perspective by focusing strictly on two emotional states, happy/pleasant or sad/unpleasant, generated by emotional stimuli as mood inductors or as targets composing the WM task in nonclinical samples. Moreover, we will disentangle diverse WM tasks by including different functioning processes in verbal and visual modalities to reveal the complexity of the tasks and avoid misleading generalizations of deleterious or beneficial effects produced by emotional stimuli.

*Happy/pleasurable* emotion and *positive* emotion will be used interchangeably in the following topics as well as *sad/unpleasant* and *negative*. To our knowledge, there is currently no consensus or even review papers summarizing the effects of these specific emotional stimuli and their induction on WM processing and storage. Therefore, the purposes of this review are: (a) to investigate the effects of happy/pleasant and sad/unpleasant emotions on WM performance of healthy participants; and (b) to explore whether happy/pleasant and sad/unpleasant emotional stimuli and/or induction affect WM tasks differently.

Eligibility Criteria {#S2}
====================

*Types of studies*. In this review, we only included quantitative articles with measures supported by adequate statistical methodology. Likewise, studies must have included specifically happy or/and sad emotional stimuli valence versus neutral stimuli and include one of three different emotional stimulation methods (mood induction procedure before the WM task, during WM task performance, or intrinsic emotional stimuli as the target in the WM task). The emotional stimuli could have been of any type as long as they comprised sad and happy stimulation, such as images, words, sentences, songs, autobiographical memory, posts, gift, or video clips.

*Types of working memory tasks*. The WM tasks could have assessed one or both WM modalities (verbal or/and visual) using any kind of WM measurement, such as storage, simple span, complex span, n-back, delayed matching-to-sample tasks, among others.

*Types of participants*. We considered studies that included healthy adult participants. Studies examining subgroups, such as women, were included as well.

**Exclusion Criteria**

Concerning the samples, studies (or articles) were excluded if they focused on (a) nonhuman samples or (b) paediatric and geriatric samples. Moreover, papers exploring clinical samples in comparison to a control group (healthy adults) were not included. We also excluded (c) studies investigating sensorial modalities other than verbal and visual, (d) review papers, expanded abstracts, books, chapters, and theses; (e) qualitative reports, (f) training-related studies, (g) genetic studies, (h) pharmacological papers, (i) studies without a WM task or not focused on WM processing and performance caused by emotional stimuli, and (j) papers focused on emotion regulation. Finally, (k) emotional stimuli defined as distractors, (l) facial expressions used as emotional stimuli, or (m) studies including negative pictures depicting just anger (human violence, guns), disgust (vomit, garbage), and fear (snakes, spiders, sharks, medical procedures) were also not included in this review.

**Identification of Relevant Papers**

Our first search was carried out on 4 July 2018, in the following electronic databases: Web of Science (Thomson Reuters) including SciELO Citation Index (1991--present); PubMed (NCBI) including MEDLINE, PubMed, Central and in-process/ahead-of-print citations (1980--present), Scopus (1977--present), and PsycINFO (1806--present). The search terms were "'working memory' AND 'emotion' OR 'valence' OR 'arousal'". The data search was limited to the English language only. On the PsycINFO database, the following limits were selected: original experimental articles, nonclinical samples, English language, human, and adulthood subjects.

Results {#S3}
=======

**Search Results**

The original search process is displayed in Figure 1 according to the Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines ([@R57]). The database search yielded 8.991 articles (without duplicates), in which the titles and abstracts were reviewed. Of these, 356 papers were reviewed in full. Applying the inclusion and exclusion criteria, we detected that the sentence "negative emotion" was applied to a number of emotional stimulus categories such as sad/unpleasant, and in papers related to anxiogenic mood, states such as anxiety, anger, fear, and so forth. On the other hand, only happy/pleasant terms were defined as positive emotions. For this reason, a strict criterion was applied to the reviewed paper goals and procedures. This review excluded papers that investigated anxiogenic induction or defined unpleasant stimuli as anxiogenic. After this scrutiny, we selected 28 articles published from 2006 to 2017 that used happy/pleasant as positive valence and sad/unpleasant as negative valence.

Papers included in this review used a broad range of methods, 14 of which examined the effects of mood induction on WM and 14 used emotional stimuli as targets of five different WM tasks. Specifically, seven papers used updating WM tasks, nine papers used WM storage function tasks, one included both tasks (updating and storage), four included delayed matching-to-sample tasks, four papers used complex span tasks, and three papers used interference resolution tasks.

Sample sizes ranged from 10 to 163 participants, and data collection occurred in 13 different countries: UK (*n* = 1), the USA (*n* = 7), South Korea (*n* = 1), Japan (*n* = 2), the Netherlands (*n* = 1), China (*n* = 2), Brazil (*n* = 1), Iran (*n* = 1), Sweden (*n* = 1), Germany (*n* = 4), Italy (*n* = 5), Australia (*n* = 1), and Singapore (*n* = 1).

It is important to clarify that we did not conduct a meta-analysis because, according to the Cochrane systematic review guidelines ([@R34]), combining studies that use different types of control conditions may lead to meaningless results. In fact, we observed diverse paradigms measuring WM performance. In other words, we detected a wide array of WM procedures. Consequently, few studies included control conditions that were similar enough to be considered for a meta-analysis.

Since previous studies revealed that n-back, DMS, and simple and complex span tasks were not interchangeable WM measures ([@R8];[@R10]; [@R12]; [@R40]; [@R36]), papers were grouped according to task to avoid biases related to the different WM processes. Box 1 describes each WM task, the measured functions, their prototype, and variations according to the articles found.

Figure 1The process of search for articles meeting the review criteria, following the Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses guidelines (PRISMA, [@R57]).

**Updating Working Memory Tasks**

As seen in Table 1, seven papers that only assessed updating capacity and one paper including both storage and 2-back tasks were included in this topic. From these eight papers, three included emotional mood induction prior to the n-back task ([@R13]; [@R14]; [@R51]), while the other five included emotional stimuli as the target of the task ([@R27]; [@R32]; [@R33]; [@R44]; [@R49]). Two studies investigating the impact of positive and negative stimuli as targets on n-back tasks found divergent results. Lindström and Bohlin ([@R49]) found that performance in a visual 2-back task increased when positive or negative pictures were used as targets in comparison with neutral pictures, as revealed by higher hit rates, and discriminability, and faster reaction times. In contrast, Grissmann et al. ([@R33]) found that performance in a visuospatial 2-back task decreased when negative pictures were used as targets. Additionally, they showed a decrease in accuracy and slower reaction times in comparison with positive and neutral pictures, but no significant effects of valence of pictures used as targets were observed in the 1-back version of the task.

An important distinction between these studies was how they applied the emotional stimuli in the 2-back task. For example, Lindström and Bohlin ([@R49]) mixed positive, negative, and neutral pictures as targets that would be perceived as distinct stimuli when compared to neutral ones. In turn, Grissmann et al. ([@R33]) created blocks containing only positive, negative, or neutral pictures as targets that might have functioned as mood inductors.

We observed consistent results across studies for verbal modality. They showed that performance in the verbal updating task appears to be decreased by visual induction of emotional words as targets ([@R14]; [@R44]; [@R27]; [@R51]). For instance, Choi et al. ([@R14]) and Kopf et al. ([@R44]) revealed poor results for verbal updating tasks. Choi et al. ([@R14]) showed that presenting positive and negative pictures with high arousal as mood induction was related to reduced verbal 3-back WM task accuracy compared to conditions with neutral pictures. Moreover, Kopf et al. ([@R44]) showed impaired WM performance on a 3-back task that included negative emotional stimuli compared to neutral stimuli since participants produced more errors.

Box 1Working Memory Tasks, Function Measured, Prototype, and Variations

Two other papers assessing the effects of emotion on the running WM task, in which participants should evoke, rather than recognize the stimuli as in the n-back task, support these results. For instance, Martin and Kerns ([@R51]) proposed that positive mood induced by video clips has an impairing effect on a verbal running WM task compared to a neutral condition. They presented 12 to 20 random single-digit numbers to participants and asked them to try to remember the last six digits they heard in forward order. Likewise, Fairfield et al. ([@R27]) used emotional words as targets of a verbal running WM task in which the number of words presented varied from 5 to 8 per trial and participants were instructed to verbally list the last three words of each trial in consecutive order. Data revealed a decrease in accuracy for positive and negative word recollection for longer lists, indicating that task difficulty interacts with valence processing in WM. Moreover, two studies did not detect any effects of emotion on updating performance ([@R13]; [@R32]). Specifically, using a mood induction procedure through imagery and music, Chepenik et al. ([@R13]) did not observe any influence of emotions on visual 2-back task performance. Moreover, behavioural task differences were not observed when exploring the neural processing underlying the effects of emotions during updating tasks that used emotional words as targets ([@R32]). However, the authors found brain activation variations for emotional stimuli. These studies justified their null findings due to the participants' WM capacity resources, ceiling effects, and the nonaffectivity of the mood induction.

**Working Memory Store and Simple Span Tasks**

As displayed in Table 2, a range of studies investigated WM storage and span capacity in healthy subjects using a variety of induction methods before the WM task ([@R0]; [@R13]; [@R26]; [@R53]; [@R85], [@R64]; [@R65]; [@R76]; [@R83]). Only two studies included emotional pictures as the target of the WM task. For example, Mather et al. ([@R52]) applied a short-term source-monitoring task, and Palmiero and Piccard ([@R65]) used the walking Corsi test. In general, effectively induced negative mood, regardless of the method used, seems to decrease WM performance. For example, Allen et al. ([@R0]) indicated in their experiments that recollecting negative or positive autobiographical emotional memories could impair WM performance across both verbal and visual modalities assessed by the digit recall span and the Corsi span task. Similarly, Spachtholz et al. ([@R76]) showed that negative mood induction through the recollection of negative autobiographical memories and listening to music decreased the storage capacity of items but increased the quality of visuospatial WM representations compared to a neutral mood. In fact, participants more accurately indicatedspecific colours of the squares previously presented as targets to be remembered on a colour wheel with 180 colours.

Table 1Summary of Papers Assessing Updating Capacity According to Emotional Stimulus Type

Mather et al. ([@R52]) used a visual short-term source-monitoring task to investigate whether binding WM performance would decrease as a function of arousal levels (high, medium, or low). Participants had to remember the location of four different pictures from the corresponding subset of positive or negative emotional arousal. The authors concluded that negative high arousal pictures recruited more attention, hence disturbing WM processing capacity compared to neutral and low arousing pictures. Moreover, Palmiero and Piccardi ([@R65]) investigated the effects of neutral, positive, and negative emotional pictures as targets of the walking Corsi test using a between-subjects design. They observed that subjects who performed the test with positive and negative emotional pictures had better scores on the test compared to those exposed to neutral stimuli.

By contrast, positive mood induction seems to improve visuospatial WM processing. For instance, Palmiero et al. ([@R85], [@R64]), using a Corsi task and the forward and backward walking Corsi test while subjects listened to positive, negative, or neutral songs, revealed that only positive mood was effectively induced comparing pre- and postmood induction measurements, which resulted in increased WM scores when compared to negative and neutral valence music. Both studies used a between-subjects design and they did not apply another WM measure for controlling eventual group differences in WM capacity, which could be crucial to explain the WM results. Another study carried out by Esmaeili et al. ([@R26]) using a between-subjects design investigated the effect of positive and neutral emotional induction through video clips comparing pre- and post-test WM performance, that is, the sum of performances in visuospatial (block recall) and verbal (number-letter) WM tasks. They showed better WM results after the positive induction than after the neutral one. Although the sum of both WM tasks indicated better performance, it is not possible to determine which modality was the most influenced by the positive emotion.

Finally, three papers did not find any influence of emotional induction on WM tasks ([@R13]; [@R53]; [@R83]). Although Xie and Zhang ([@R83]) did not present quantitative effects using a valenced picture as induction before a colour and shape WM task, negative induced emotion produced improved resolution compared to the neutral and positive conditions. This means that participants accurately remembered a specific colour when they were asked to find its match on a colour wheel. Spachtholz et al. ([@R76]) showed similar results. Moreover, emotional posts on Facebook ([@R53]) and negative and neutral guided imagery with valenced excerpts ([@R13]) did not influence performance on the digit span task. These results were interpreted as reflecting inefficiency of the induction method on inducing valence and insufficient arousal to affect WM capacity.

Table 2Summary of Papers Evaluating Storage and/or Span Capacity According to Emotional Stimulus Type

**Complex Span Working Memory Tasks**

As shown in Table 3, two papers specifically indicated that visual positive mood induction can increase processing of verbal and visuospatial Operation Span WM tasks (OSPAN - [@R78]; [@R84]). For example, Yang et al. ([@R84]) observed that positive mood induced by giving participants an unexpected gift (candies) improved performance on a complex WM span task compared to a neutral mood condition. These results are in line with research by Storbeck and Maswood ([@R78]) using video clips as mood inductors. They concluded that positive mood enhanced OSPAN, more precisely the executive control, regardless of modality whereas negative mood did not influence performance.

Nonetheless, Curci, Soleti, Lanciano, Doria, and Rimé ([@R17]) observed that impairment in WM capacity is dependent on the modality (verbal vs. visuospatial) of the original material and the concurrent task. Their results showed that exposure to verbal negative mood induction impaired verbal performance. By contrast, exposure to visual negative mood induction impaired both verbal and visuospatial WM performance. Finally, Osaka, Yaoi, Minamoto, and Osaka ([@R61]) used a reading span task in which participants read sentences that elicited negative, neutral, or positive emotional states while memorizing a target word from each sentence. In other words, participants needed to focus their attention on the target words while ignoring other irrelevant words in the sentences. The data revealed a trend of decreased accuracy for sentences that evoked negative emotional states.

**Interference Resolution Tasks**

Levens and Phelps ([@R46], [@R47]) established that proactive interference WM processing was lower for positive and negative stimuli compared to neutral stimuli. In other words, valenced words were remembered more often than neutral ones. In another paper, Gotoh ([@R31]) investigated the emotional interference of affective words in continuous auditory processing. He revealed that valenced words (negative and positive) were also recalled better compared to neutral words in trials using words with negative, neutral, and positive affective (see Table 4).

Table 3Summary of Papers Evaluating Working Memory Capacity Through Complex Tasks According to Emotional Stimuli Type

**Delayed Matching-to-Sample Tasks**

The effects of emotional stimuli on WM performance were tested in four studies using different delayed matching-to-sample tasks (DMS), as shown in Table 5. Three studies included behavioral tasks and electrophysiological measures ([@R30]; [@R37]; [@R48]). For instance, Jin et al. ([@R37]) was the only selected paper to use verbal stimuli as the target of a DMS task, in which two target words were presented side by side at the centre of the screen. After a short delay, a word was introduced as a probe stimulus, followed by a blank. The participants were asked to decide whether the probe word was old or new (i.e., whether the probe word was congruent or incongruent with one of the two preceding target words). They were also instructed to try to respond as correctly and quickly as possible. Participants produced faster reaction times and higher accuracy for positive stimuli and, conversely, slower reaction times and lower accuracy for negative stimuli.

Bergmann, Rijpkema, Fernández, and Kessels ([@R9]) presented ive consecutive pairs of pictures, each consisting of one neutral picture and one valenced picture, which could be a high-arousal positive, lowarousal positive, high-arousal negative, low-arousal negative, or another neutral picture. Later, participants were asked to indicate whether the current pair matched one of the five pairs presented at the encoding phase. Results showed that high-arousal valenced pictures, whether positive or negative, were less recognized in the test-phase than pairs containing neutral or low-arousal pictures. These results could be a consequence of a higher focus on arousing stimuli, leaving insufficient attentional resources required for binding interitem relationships, thus diminishing WM capacity. Additionally, Garcia et al. ([@R30]) applied a DMS task requiring that participants choose the stimulus from the pair that matched the previously viewed target. In contrast, the non- DMS task required that participants choose the novel stimulus from the pair of stimuli after seeing the target. They showed that participants achieved better results in the DMS than the non-DMS. One explanation given by the authors was based on the unfamiliar response, which may inhibit the instinctively preferred familiar stimuli and decrease attentional resources. Regarding the effects of emotional stimuli, no differences were found between neutral, positive, and negative. On the other hand, authors verified a statistically significant result when comparing neutral and positive stimuli on the non-DMS: improved performance for the neutral stimuli. Additionally, they observed a trend of enhancing effects of the negative emotional content compared to positive content on non-DMS.

Finally, Li et al. ([@R48]) failed to demonstrate the effect of negatively induced emotions on different processing periods in spatial and verbal DMS tasks. They argued that the emotional picture did not sufficiently induce effective negative emotions that could disrupt the processing information since only one different picture was presented before each trial.

Discussion {#S4}
==========

Even though the interaction between WM and emotion has an impact on social, academic, professional, and daily life activities, as well as on mental and behavioural disorders, this topic remains understudied. In order to improve our comprehension of how emotion affects WM performance, we implemented a systematic review aiming to (a) scrutinize the body of knowledge about the effects of emotional stimuli on WM performance and (b) observe whether emotional stimuli can enhance or decrease WM performance by contrasting updating, storage, complex span, interference resolution, and DMS tasks.

Table 4Papers Including Interference Resolution Tasks to Assess Working Memory Capacity According to Emotional Stimuli Type

Table 5Papers Including Delayed Matching-to-Sample Tasks to Assess Working Memory Capacity

Among the 28 selected quantitative papers, we observed a twofold pattern: papers reporting emotional stimuli used as targets of the task (16 articles) and articles describing studies with emotional stimuli used as inductors before or during the WM task (12 studies). As expected, altogether, these major categories did not show a clear pattern of effects. Firstly, because the WM tasks tap in diverse and unequal WM processes ([@R8]; [@R10]; [@R40]; [@R36]), and secondly, due to the fact that the allocation of emotional stimuli as inductors or targets interacts differently with diverse processes of WM functioning ([@R2]).

In that sense, scrutinizing the effects of emotional stimuli according to the functions measured by the tasks was an enlightening strategy. Interestingly, we consistently observed that emotional stimulus effects might be modality-specific on updating tasks (seven articles), while storage (nine articles) and complex span tasks (four articles) seem to be mainly affected by opposite valence; for instance, positive valence increases performance and negative valence decreases it. Furthermore, the three studies using interference resolution tasks showed increasing performance regardless of positive or negative verbal stimuli, which were remembered more accurately compared to neutral ones. Finally, results for DMS tasks (four articles) were inconsistent across studies. Specific results for each type of WM task will be discussed in the following sections.

**Updating Working Memory Tasks**

There is evidence that visual modality seems to be facilitated by valenced pictures used as the target of the task as well as emotional induction. For instance, applying WM updating tasks (visuospatial 2-back task) with high arousal negative valenced pictures as the target Lindström and Bohlin ([@R49]) revealed higher updating performance compared to neutral pictures. Further, verbal modality seems to be impaired by positive high arousal visual induction ([@R14]; [@R33]; [@R51]) or positive and negative emotional words ([@R27]; [@R44]) as the targets of the n-back tasks and running WM task.

Positive mood is not related to increases in verbal updating and decreases in visuospatial updating accuracy ([@R18]; [@R74]).

For instance, Martin and Kerns ([@R51]) revealed that positive and negative mood induced by emotional videos equally reduced verbal WM capacity in the running WM task; however, this task has crucial differences when compared to the n-back task ([@R18]; [@R74]). In fact, n-back tasks may be more computationally complex, requiring updating and controlled attention, which could lead to more diffuse brain activity. Therefore, it is possible that differences between the cognitive processes and brain regions involved in the running WM task and n-back tasks can account for the difference in results between studies.

Moreover, another explanation is related to the encoding process of visual and verbal information in the updating tasks. In fact, the visual presentation of items to be stored is likely to encourage dual coding of the stimuli ([@R63]). In other words, when visual stimuli are used as the target in n-back tasks, they seem to be efficiently processed since people tend to spontaneously name visual stimuli by creating a considerable distinction between the images when compared to words that do not spontaneously generate visual images ([@R42]). This is plausible since none of the papers using a visual n-back task used an articulatory suppression control procedure.

Finally, we would like to emphasize that the updating task was observed in eight out of 28 papers. Overall, authors focused on an executive process related to WM, which seems to be the current trend in the literature, especially after the proposal of a neural model for WM ([@R19]; [@R20]). According to this view, the quality rather than the quantity of WM representations determines performance ([@R50]). Therefore, authors investigating WM must consider the differences in WM tasks because they can influence their outcomes and the explanations ([@R68]).

**Working Memory Storage, Simple Span, and Complex Span Tasks**

Studies investigating WM processing and storage after mood induction found congruent results when negative emotional stimuli were used. More specifically, these papers revealed that negatively induced mood may have a deleterious effect on visuospatial WM. Indeed, the majority of the reviewed papers ([@R0]; [@R17], [@R52]; [@R61]; [@R76]) provided evidence for such an effect, regardless of the WM task used (colour recall, source-monitoring task, digit recall, block recall, OSPAN, and reading span).

A significant impact on WM functioning also seems to be dependent on the type of negative mood induction: the greater the mood induction effect, the higher the mood arousal ([@R60]). Thus, more irrelevant self-referent thoughts could be generated and distract participants from the WM task by loading attentional resources ([@R73]; [@R80]) and influencing both storage and active maintenance ([@R54]).

By contrast, positive mood induction seems to improve visuospatial WM performance for storage, span tasks, and complex span tasks ([@R26]; [@R85], [@R64]; [@R78]; [@R84]). By observing outcomes from Palmiero et al. ([@R85], [@R64]), which used irrelevant sounds as emotional stimuli (background sounds that were not part of the WM task), one can argue that their results, when contrasted with the classical literature, are linked to the irrelevant sound effect ([@R7]; [@R38]; [@R71]). However, a low arousal condition could have beneficial effects on WM performance compared to silence, since environmental sounds, such as laboratory equipment and furniture, may lead to high arousal effects in a silence condition ([@R11]).

An explanation regarding positive mood induction effects could be related to the attentional process, which depends on motivational intensity ([@R29]). In other words, the broadenand- build theory ([@R28]) states that positive emotional stimuli, as opposed to negative stimuli, promote a broadening of attention capacity, increasing the repertoire of thought and engaging motivation, which may improve performance on attentional processes. Finally, we could not offer conclusions regarding the usage of emotional pictures as targets on a span task since we found that only one article investigated the effects of positive, negative, and neutral pictures as targets in a span WM task ([@R65]). Their results showed an enhancing effect for positive and negative valenced tasks compared to neutral. According to the authors, this enhancing effect could be due to the distinctiveness of the valenced photos compared to the neutral ones ([@R62]). However, more studies should be carried out to discuss these results.

**Interference Resolution Tasks**

Regarding the interference resolution tasks, all the three reviewed studies ([@R31]; [@R46], [@R47]) presented congruent results regarding the capacity to remember verbal emotional stimuli (positive and negative valence) compared to neutral stimuli. This paradigm mainly manipulates familiarity and source recognition. For this reason, these results indicated that positive and negative verbal items were distinctive when compared to neutral items, mainly because emotional stimuli have probably diminished familiarity signal strength and enhanced emotional source memory, permitting interference resolution for emotional stimuli in WM ([@R41]).

**Delayed Matching-to-Sample Tasks**

Studies using DMS tasks with visuospatial modality produced widely varied effects, which may be associated with procedural differences. For example, Bergmann et al. ([@R9]) used low and high arousal pictures with a much longer delay period compared to other studies and found that visual WM performance was compromised for negative pictures with both low and high arousal. The negative stimuli probably led to an increase in attention, thus generating a cost for the binding process.

On the other hand, Li et al. ([@R48]) used a brief mood induction with an emotional picture lasting 1 s, showing no effects of mood induction on the DMS. Finally, Garcia et al. ([@R30]), who used two tasks, the DMS and the non-matching task, showed that negative emotional stimuli were better remembered than positive ones in the non-matching task, where more attention is needed.

Conclusion {#S5}
==========

In conclusion, we observed that the consequences of emotions on WM performance could be related to: (a) the moment that the emotional stimuli are applied, as a target or as induction previous to the task, and (b) how WM processing and storage is measured. More specifically, negative emotional pictures and negative video clips as mood induction, as well as negative words as the target of verbal updating tasks, may decrease performance. Moreover, the reviewed papers showed that inducing negative mood before storage, span, and complex span tasks can reduce verbal and visuospatial WM capacity. The opposite pattern is observed for positive mood induction, which seems to increase the same type of WM tasks. Concerning interference resolution tasks, emotional words (either positive or negative) were better remembered than neutral ones. Nevertheless, mixed results were found among DMS tasks due to a wide variety of procedures used across papers. Finally, researchers must consider the WM processes involved in the tasks and the function of the underlying emotional stimuli, which could be crucial to explain results and for future replication ([@R69]).
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